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hi.



my name is 
jessamyn 
west,

and I am a 
pragmatist.

I know you can’t open source everything. I want an open source car. I can’t have that. I want 
open source downloadable audiobooks but my library has overdrive. 



the 
handout 
thing

If it’s Googleable, 
I will not link it.

librarian.net/talks/njla2009



Free as in...

kittens
freedom
beer



there’s a get what you pay for aspect too, that I won’t talk too much about.



Purity is noble, but unrealistic.



That said...

it’s a pretty awesome time to be into open source browsers...



are there other 
open source 
browsers?



yes.



Amaya, Camino, Chromium, 
Dillo, Elinks, Epiphany, Flock, 

Galeon, GNU IceCat, K-
Meleon, Konqueror, Links, 

Lynx, Mozilla Firefox, NetSurf, 
SeaMonkey, Shiira, 

WorldWideWeb, w3m

these are all open source they are all also free. Free as you know doesn't always mean you 
don't pay for it, but if you don't get the “free” thing by now, my overexplanation is not going 
to help. it is the user who is free.



Amaya, Camino, Chromium, 
Dillo, Elinks, Epiphany, Flock, 

Galeon, GNU IceCat, K-
Meleon, Konqueror, Links, 

Lynx, Mozilla Firefox, NetSurf, 
SeaMonkey, Shiira, 

WorldWideWeb, w3m

Let’s look more specifically.... You have Mac and Windows users? These are the cross-
platform browsers.



Amaya, Camino, Chromium, 
Dillo, Elinks, Epiphany, Flock, 

Galeon, GNU IceCat, K-
Meleon, Konqueror, Links, 

Lynx, Mozilla Firefox, NetSurf, 
SeaMonkey, Shiira, 

WorldWideWeb, w3m

Oh you like graphics? These are text only....



Amaya, Camino, Chromium, 
Dillo, Elinks, Epiphany, Flock, 

Galeon, GNU IceCat, K-
Meleon, Konqueror, Links, 

Lynx, Mozilla Firefox, NetSurf, 
SeaMonkey, Shiira, 

WorldWideWeb, w3m

and what’s seamonkey? remember netscape?



Then this might make you nostalgic...
Seamonkey is basically a split from the original Mozilla project that has all the bundled 
services in one place - browsing, mail, newsreading. More of a “suite” than a browser



So we’re 
mostly 
talking 
about 

firefox, for 
free 

browsers.



ff marketshare

‣ w3schools - 46% 

‣ netapplications - 22%

‣ statcounter - 31%



quick vocab

‣ Themes/Skins.

‣ Smart Keywords.

‣ Plug-ins esp. search.

‣ Add-ons.

‣ Greasemonkey.



smart keywords
right click, answer some questions





search
what
you 
want

do not go to 
websites just to 
search them... 

your time is valuable

twitter too! 



add-ons
‣ Adblock & bugmenot

‣ better Gmail

‣ customizegoogle

‣ DownThemAll

‣ Firebug

‣ History submenus

‣ Link evaluator

‣ Greasemonkey



get more if you need more



yes, greasemonkey



if you are an 
irritable person...

there is probably a greasemonkey script that will improve your browsing experience.



you have options!

about:config

dangerous ones!!



more!

‣ Yahoo mail welcome skipper

‣ facebook ad nuker & 
autologin & auto-colorizer

‣ wikimedia - minimalist

‣ gmail word count

‣ configurable flickr home page

‣ youtube video downloader

‣ MeFi “who is a librarian?”



some are fun!

‣ “No YouNoobs” youtube 
comment hider

‣ Invisibility cloak

‣ play music NOW

‣ add other search links to 
Google

for some values of fun....



but jessamyn,
you are a geek 

and I am a 
librarian...



Simple Stuff

‣ Book Burro

‣ Link evaluator

‣ Foxmarks (xmarks)



more complex

‣ Zotero

‣ LibX

‣ Firebug



what else is free?
‣ Schedulers

‣ Inviters

‣ Calendars

‣ Communicators

‣ Places to put them

‣ Ways to touch them



your faves?





please go out and be awesome

thank you!!!


